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Abstract

Proteins and in particular pharmaceutical proteins like monoclonal antibodies are expensive products. Protein crys-
tallization is an interesting alternative process step to the common purification and formulation of such proteins. The
solid-liquid separation of proteins however, is a challenging task because the proteins are sensitive to mechanical stress,
which could lead to crystal breakage and often are only available in small amounts for research and development. In
this study a newly developed filtration cell for the LUMiSizer R© centrifuge is used to analyze the filtration behavior
with low volume samples. Isometric and needle shaped lysozyme crystals serve as model protein crystals. The needle
shaped crystals showed about twice as high compressibility and much higher cake resistance than the isometric lysozyme
crystals. After the filtration at maximum pressure in the centrifuge the mean particle diameter decreased compared to
the unstressed median diameter. With the filtration cell the cake height and filter cake compression can be monitored
in-situ and the filter cake resistance and solids volume content can be calculated with one experiment using 200 to 300 µl
sample.
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1. Introduction

In the pharmaceutical, food, and biotechnology indus-
tries enzymes and other proteins are used widely (Walsh,
2002). Advances in the biotechnology industries have led
to an efficient fermentation step which results in high prod-
uct titers. Hence, the downstream processing of pharma-
ceutical proteins, where the purification consists of sev-
eral chromatography steps, is an expensive process (Walsh,
2002; Kayser, 2005; Schmidt et al., 2005). A different
and less expensive method of purifying proteins would be
to implement a selective crystallization step in the down-
stream processing. Such a crystallization step as proposed
by (Schmidt et al., 2005; Hekmat et al., 2007) can serve as
a purification but also as a formulation step. Crystallized
proteins also offer additional advantages like for instance
extended shelf life, easier product handling and different
drug release properties (Jen and Merkle, 2001; Basu et al.,
2004). After the proteins have been crystallized, they have
to be separated from the mother liquor. Therefore, a solid-
liquid separation step is necessary. In contrast to conven-
tional organic or inorganic crystals the protein crystals
are much more fragile. Cornehl et al. found that even
low mechanical stress can lead to crystal breakage or crys-
tal abrasion. The smaller fragments lead to a decrease
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of the filter cake porosity and thus making the solid liq-
uid separation a challenging task (Cornehl et al., 2013,
2014). Therapeutic proteins, especially monoclonal anti-
bodies are expensive products. According to (Farid, 2007)
the costs of goods per gram for a production rate of 100 kg
per year using Chinese Hamster ovary cells as expression
system lies between 300 to 3000 $. Hence, to analyze the
filtration behavior and to design the solid-liquid separa-
tion process a method using small volume samples would
be advantageous to reduce the costs.

In this work we present a newly designed filter cell
which can be used to monitor the filtration process with
an analytical photocentrifuge. With the cell the filter cake
height, the solids volume fraction and the filtration resis-
tance can be monitored or calculated directly from the
very same experiment requiring only 200 to 300 µl of sam-
ple. Isometric and needle shaped lysozyme crystals were
used as a model system in this study.

2. Theory

2.1. Protein crystallization

2.1.1. Lysozyme

Lysozyme is an enzyme with antibacterial properties
with a density of 1330 kg m−3. Due to its antibacterial ef-
fect it is often used in the food industries to increase the
shelf life of cheese. Hen-egg white lysozyme is available on
a large scale and has been well characterized
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(Durbin and Feher, 1986; Howard et al., 1988; Koizumi
et al., 2004; Hekmat et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010; Za-
miri and De, 2010; Eichholz et al., 2011; Cornehl et al.,
2013, 2014; Liu et al., 2016). Because many properties
have already been investigated and its good and inexpen-
sive availability, lysozyme is a good model protein for this
study.

2.1.2. Crystallization of lysozyme

In a crystal the molecules are in a highly ordered struc-
ture. To obtain crystals from a liquid solution one has
to create an oversaturation, meaning that the dissolved
amount of protein is above the equilibrium concentration,
which leads to a meta stable equilibrium. There are sev-
eral methods to achieve this. One method would be by
liquid evaporation, either through temperature increase or
by using vacuum evaporation. Other methods decrease the
solubility by lowering the temperature or by adding pre-
cipitants. Most proteins denature at low or high temper-
atures, thus the better approach for biomolecules is either
vacuum evaporation or precipitant addition. Usually the
resulting crystal concentration using vacuum evaporation
is much higher but the process is more energy demanding.
On a small scale the precipitation of the protein is often
used, but the scale-up of such a crystallization process is
difficult, because a homogeneous distribution of the pre-
cipitant has to be achieved to ensure a narrow distribution
of crystal properties.
When the solution is slightly supersaturated it has a meta-
stable equilibrium and no crystals form. At a critical su-
persaturation the nucleation kinetics are large enough to
generate nucleation cells, which then leads to the forma-
tion of crystals. If the supersaturation or concentration of
the precipitant is too large, the lysozyme will precipitate,
meaning that there is no ordered structure and hence no
crystals are generated. Depending on the crystallization
conditions, different crystal structures can be observed.
In the case of lysozyme there are for instance tetrago-
nal, rod-like and needle shaped crystals (Durbin and Fe-
her, 1986; Groß and Kind, 2016). Aggregated crystals are
large crystals consisting of several smaller primary crys-
tals. Exemplary microscope images of those crystals can
be seen in Fig. 1. The crystallization of lysozyme has al-
ready been described in literature. (Howard et al., 1988;
Hekmat et al., 2007; Aldabaibeh et al., 2009) investigated

Figure 1: Microscope images of left: Isometric crystals; Middle: Rod-
like crystals; Right: Needle shaped crystals of the model protein
lysozyme

the solubility of lysozyme in a sodium acetate buffer at
various pH values and with different concentrations of the
precipitant sodium chloride. They found that an increase
of sodium chloride concentration leads to a decrease of
the lysozyme solubility. Hence, the sodium chloride serves
as an anti-solvent. The bulk crystallization of lysozyme
using vacuum evaporation was performed by (Groß and
Kind, 2016; Barros Groß and Kind, 2017). They investi-
gated the impact of seeding the crystallization, meaning
adding crystals from previous batches that serve as nucle-
ation cells. With this method they achieved narrow crystal
size distributions. Isometric crystals were produced us-
ing no salt at room temperature. At higher temperature
rod-like crystals formed and using a high sodium chloride
concentration needle shaped crystals could be generated.

2.2. Mechanical stability of lysozyme

The mechanical properties of single lysozyme crystals
like Young’s modulus and Vickers hardness have already
been investigated (Morozov and Morozova, 1981; Tait et al.,
2008; Zamiri and De, 2010). Tait et al. found the hard-
ness to be 15 MPa for moist lysozyme crystals. For dried
crystals the hardness increases to 96 MPa after two days
of drying and reaches 200 MPa after 10 days of drying.
The Young’s modulus also increases from 0.49 to 4.2 GPa
after drying. This indicates a very significant influence
of moisture on the mechanical properties of the crystals.
Koizumi et al. discovered a temperature dependence of the
crystal hardness in the case of lysozyme. In their study the
hardness dropped strongly from about 20 MPa at 17 ◦C to
about 10 MPa at 32 ◦C (Koizumi et al., 2004).

The compressive breakage behavior of lysozyme crys-
tals was studied by (Cornehl et al., 2014). With a compres-
sion-permeability cell and a pressure filter cell Cornehl et
al. investigated the breakage for different pressures, the ki-
netics of the crystal breakage and also the changes in filter
cake resistance and porosity. The crystal breakage hap-
pens quickly because after the first minute of compression
further crushing of crystals can not be observed. Also,
crystal breakage occurs at very low pressures. Cornehl
et al. mention that from 0.25 × 105 to 1.01 × 105 Pa the
breakage progresses steadily but at pressures higher than
1.01 × 105 Pa the particle size does not change anymore.
The porosity and the specific filter cake resistance are de-
pendent on the pressure difference indicating compressible
material behavior. Also, the crystal shape has a big in-
fluence on the porosity and resistance and thus on the
filterability of the particle system.

2.3. Filtration

Filtration is a mechanical process of solid-liquid sepa-
ration. A suspension is split into filtrate and retentate by
interaction of disperse phase with a porous filter medium
which retains the particles in or on the filter medium. The
driving force is the pressure difference between the reten-
tate and the filtrate. Pressure can be either applied on
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the retentate side (pressure filtration) or one can apply
a vacuum at the filtrate side (vacuum filtration). In cake
filtration the particles are retained at the surface of the fil-
ter medium and form particle bridges. The resulting filter
cake also serves as a filter medium itself (Rushton et al.,
2000). The filter cake and the filter medium lead to a pres-
sure drop in the system because of the flow resistance due
to friction. Hence, the total resistance R can be split into
the resistance of the filter cake Rc and the resistance of
the filter medium Rm:

R = Rc +Rm. (1)

Since the cake resistance is strongly dependent on the
amount of particles in the filter cake it is usually nor-
malized with the filter cake height hc to make the resis-
tances comparable. The normalized height specific cake
resistance αh is defined as:

αh =
Rc
hc

(2)

The filter cake can either be incompressible, meaning that
the porosity and filter cake height are independent of the
applied pressure or compressible which means that the
porosity decreases and the filtration resistance increases
with higher pressure. (Tiller and Kwon, 1998) proposed
an empirical approach to describe the solids volume con-
centration and the cake resistance:

α = α0 ·
(

1 +
p

p0

)N
, (3)

φ = φ0 ·
(

1 +
p

p0

)β
. (4)

In eq. 3 and 4 the parameters N and β have to be fitted to
measurement data. The parameters α0, φ0, and p0 are a
measured reference point. Often the measured data point
at the lowest pressure is used. According to (Alles, 2000;
Alles and Anlauf, 2003), the sum of the exponents N and
β is an indicator for the compressibility of the system. If
the sum is zero, the filter cake is incompressible. Values
between 0.5 and 1 indicate a compressible system, numbers
between 1 and 2 indicate high compressibility and values
above 2 indicate very high compressibility.

2.3.1. Centrifugal filtration

Filtration experiments are usually conducted at con-
stant pressure or constant filtrate flow. To perform fil-
tration experiments in the centrifuge a filtration cell must
be used. The basic design of such a filtration cell is de-
picted in Fig. 2. In the centrifuge the pressure difference
is generated by the centrifugal field. Hence, the pres-
sure at the filter membrane decreases during the filtration,
which means differential balance equations must be used.
Previous studies (Barr and White, 2006a,b) developed a
compression rheological model for the cake formation and
draining using drum centrifugation. (Loginov et al., 2014,

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the setup for the centrifugal cake
filtration

2017) used a similar approach as presented in this study.
They used a filtration cell and monitored the filtrate flow
by measuring the light transmission during the filtration
with the analytical photocentrifuge LUMiSizer R© (LUM
GmbH, Germany) and derived formulas to calculate the fil-
ter resistance in the centrifugal field based on the Darcy’s
equation. In their approach however the filter cake and
the liquid or suspension above the filter cake are not vis-
ible. The differential pressure in the centrifugal field can
be calculated according to eq. 5:

dp = ρ · ω2 · r · dr. (5)

The total pressure at the filter membrane cannot be cal-
culated directly, hence it has to be split up into the hy-
draulic pressure of the liquid above the filter cake (∆pl),
the solids network pressure (∆ps) and the pore fluid pres-
sure (∆pcap), which can be obtained by integration of eq. 5.
Crucial for the pressure calculation are the positions of the
liquid interface rl, the position of the filter cake rc and the
position of the filter membrane rm. With the setup de-
picted in Fig. 2 and the LUMiSizer R© the light transmis-
sion through the filtration cell allows to determine those
positions.

∆pl =
ρl · ω2

2
·
(
r2c − r2l

)
, (6)

∆ps =
ρs · φ · ω2

2
·
(
r2m − r2c

)
, (7)

∆pcap =
ρl · (1 − φ) · ω2 · S

2
·
(
r2m − r2c

)
. (8)

If the solid and liquid densities (ρl, ρs), the saturation and
distribution of liquid in the filter cake (S) are known, then
the total pressure can be calculated with the knowledge of
the volume concentration (φ).

Since the initial volume concentration (φ0) is known
and the cross-sectional area in the cuvette is constant, the
solids volume fraction can be calculated according to eq. 9.
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The height of the filter cake (hc) and the initial height of
the suspension (hs,0) can be directly obtained from the
transmission profiles of the LUMiSizer R©.

φ = φ0 ·
hs,0
hc

. (9)

With the knowledge of the fluid and particle densities, the
liquid’s viscosity, the positions of the filter cake, the height
of liquid above the filter cake and the initial liquid height,
the filter resistance can be calculated with the Darcy equa-
tion as shown previously by (Loginov et al., 2014):

dh

dt
=

1

η · αc

(
dp

dr
− ρl · ω2 · r

)
. (10)

Integrating eq.10 from rm to rc leads to:

pm − pc =
ρl · ω2

2

(
r2m − r2c

)
− η · αc ·

dh

dt
(rm − rc) . (11)

With:

pm = η · dh

dt
·Rm (12)

and:

pc =
ρl · ω2

2
·
(
r2c − r2l

)
(13)

integration of eq. 10 from t0 to t results in an equation
with linear dependency between the left-hand side Y and
the filtration time t.

Y = ln

[
rc + rm − hl
rm − rc + hl

· rm − rc + hl,0
rm + rc − hl,0

]
=

ρl · ω2 · rm
η · [Rm + (rm − rc) · αc]

· t.
(14)

This equation is valid for any filtration experiment where
the membrane and filter cake position are known or can
be measured. Analogous to the widely used t/V-t plot to
determine the cake and membrane resistance in constant
pressure filtration, the Y-t plot according to eq. 14 allows
to derive the resistances for centrifugal filtration. In this
model it is assumed that the filtration process can be de-
scribed one-dimensionally. A significant advantage using
the LUMiSizer R© with our filtration cell is the possibil-
ity to directly measure the cake height. Thus, filter cake
compression and even decompression can be taken into ac-
count and no prior knowledge of the compressibility of the
material is required. To analyze just the membrane resis-
tance against perfusion with water or another liquid eq. 14
simplifies to:

Y = ln

[
2 · rm − hl

hl
· hl,0

2 · rm − hl,0

]
=
ρl · ω2 · rm
η ·Rm

· t. (15)

3. Material and Methods

3.1. Lysozyme crystals

In this study crystalline hen-egg lysozyme from Ovobest
GmbH (Germany) was used. The needle shaped lysozyme

Figure 3: 3D printed filtration cell. Left: Upper part containing
the suspension. Middle: Filter media and support structure. Right:
Filtrate reservoir.

crystals were produced with a low temperature vacuum
evaporation process described by (Groß and Kind, 2016;
Barros Groß and Kind, 2017) and kindly provided by the
institute of thermal process engineering.

The isometric crystals were produced with displace-
ment crystallization. Therefore, two stock solutions were
prepared. Stock solution 1 is an acetic acid buffer at
pH 4.5, stock solution 2 contains 80 g l−1 sodium chloride
additionally. For the crystallization 12.5 g lysozyme was
dissolved in 125 mL stock solution 1. With a membrane
pump 125 mL stock solution 2 were added to the mixture
at a rate of 1 mL min−1. The mixture was stirred with a
blade stirrer for at least 12 hours at 300 rpm. In Table 1
the particle properties are summarized. The particle di-
ameter shown in Table 1 was determined with static laser
scattering (Sympatec Helos, Germany).

Table 1: Properties of the crystals used in this study

Material
Density/ Particle Median particle
kg m−3 shape diameter / µm

Lysozyme 1330 isometric 42.5
Lysozyme 1330 needle 7.4

3.2. Filtration cell

The filtration cell, shown in Fig. 3, is a 3D-print of a
translucent polymer, printed at the institute of functional
interfaces. It was designed to fit into the standard cuvette
holders of the LUMiSizer R© centrifuges. Fig. 3 shows on
the left-hand side the upper part of the cuvette, which con-
tains the suspension and can be sealed with the standard
LUM cuvette caps (left). On the right-hand side of Fig. 3
is the filtrate reservoir. In between those two parts one
can put the desired filter media. If filter membranes are
used, a metal support structure or support cloth must be
added to prevent bending of the filter membrane. O-rings
are used to fixate and seal the two parts. At the very top
of the filtration cell is a small 3D-printed drilling. At the
top of the filtrate reservoir are two 3D-printed drillings.
These drillings are required to release the air inside of
the reservoir and thus to prevent a pressure increase in
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the bottom part of the filtration cell. Not having those
drillings would lead to a different filtration behavior and
to a decompression after the filtration when the centrifuge
stops. The diameter of the suspension side is 8 mm and the
cross-sectional area is 51.65 mm2. In this case the cross-
sectional area also equals the filter area.

The LUMiSizer R© centrifuge used in this setup allows
rotational speeds of 200 to 4000 rpm. Up to twelve samples
can be processed simultaneously and the temperature can
be controlled in a range from 4 to 60 ◦C. The wavelength
of the light can be either set to near infrared light with a
wavelength of 865 nm or to blue light with a wavelength of
470 nm. All experiments were conducted with the 865 nm
light source at 20 ◦C. The proposed setup with the filtra-
tion cell allows performing experiments with small sample
volumes. Since monoclonal and therapeutic proteins are
quite expensive the analysis with small sample volumes
has a large cost advantage. The sample amounts used in
this study ranged from 200 to 300 µL per experiment.

3.3. Analysis of the centrifugation data

The measurement signal obtained from the centrifuge
is the light transmission across the length of the cuvette.
Fig. 4 shows the measurement signal from a typical filtra-
tion experiment. Only the suspension side of the filtration
cell is shown as the analysis of the filtrate side has been
already described by (Loginov et al., 2017). Each pro-
file has its own timestamp. The gas-liquid interface (rl)
can be seen clearly. As the filtration progresses, the in-
terface moves right towards the bottom of the filtration

Figure 4: Example transmission profiles from a typical filtration ex-
periment at 500 rpm. The x-axis shows the distance from the cen-
trifuge center, the vertical lines show the liquid-gas interface. At
about 25 % transmission from position 108 to 112 mm a secondary
peak shows the solids-liquid interface.

cell. At a transmission of 20 to 25 % a secondary peak
forms, which shows the build-up of the solids-liquid inter-
face in-situ. Hence, it is possible to track the solid-liquid
interface (rc). The membrane position (rm) can be deter-
mined by measuring an empty filtration cell. It is always
required to compress the filtration cell in the centrifuge
prior to the experiment at the same centrifugal speed be-
cause the manual assembly “by hand” cannot guarantee
the same placement every time. Thus, small displacements
will occur during the pre-compression. Also, the material
of the cuvette itself will compress at different centrifugal
speeds which should be taken into account when determin-
ing the membrane position.

To obtain the filtration resistance with eq. 14 or the
membrane resistance with eq. 15 the liquid-gas interface
and the solid-liquid interface for each profile must be de-
termined. Also, the membrane position must be known.
If the Y from eq. 14 is plotted against the time, the result-
ing linear curve can be interpreted analogous to the t/V –t
curve of a typical constant pressure filtration experiment.
The slope from this curve corresponds to the right-hand
side of eq. 14 and thus allows to calculate the filter cake
or membrane resistance of the filtration experiment.

3.4. Filtration procedures

Basically two filtration procedures are possible with
this setup. One method would be to generate the filter
cake and perform the filtration experiment at the same
time. The other possibility is to first generate the filter
cake in the centrifuge and in a second step add super-
natant and perform a perfusion experiment with the same
parameters for the centrifugation. If the particles settle
too slowly, the analysis of the filter cake position and the
gas-liquid position becomes difficult or even impossible,
because the solid-liquid interface can not be distinguished
from the gas-liquid interface. In such a case a perfusion
experiment is much easier to realize. In the case of a per-
fusion experiment, which is basically washing of the filter
cake, the maximum pressure on the filter cake and the fil-
ter membrane is at the very beginning of the filtration.
This maximum pressure was calculated and used to plot
the obtained results pretending that there is no influence
of the pressure decrease on the filtration properties. How-
ever, this is only justified if the Y –t-curve shows a linear
correlation with time. If the filter cake decompresses or
there is no linear correlation, then the filtration resistance
changes with time and the pressure has to be calculated
for each time step.

3.5. Analysis of crystal breakage

To investigate the breakage of filtrated lysozyme crys-
tals the filter cake was resuspended in supernatant. Mi-
croscopy images (Ortophlan, Leitz Park GbmH) with 100x
magnification were taken from those crystals and analyzed
with the software ImageJ 1.5 (Schneider et al., 2012) to ob-
tain the equivalent particle diameter. The cumulative pro-
jection area sum distribution and the density distribution
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Figure 5: Left: Pressure curve of isometric lysozyme crystal filtration at different centrifugal speeds with cake formation. Right: Pressure
curve of isometric lysozyme crystal perfusion at different centrifugal speeds.

of the particles were calculated with MATLAB R© 9.3 (The
MathWorks, USA) and compared to the unstressed sam-
ples. The unstressed samples microscopy were prepared in
exactly the same way as the stressed samples.

4. Results

4.1. Pressure curve of the centrifugal filtration

The filtration of isometric lysozyme crystals with the
cake formation or the perfusion method at various cen-
trifugal speeds leads to different pressure curves. The cen-
trifugal speeds ranged from 500 to 4000 rpm. As shown in
Fig. 5, the maximum achievable pressure is about 2 × 105 Pa.
Because of small pore sizes, no dewatering of the filter cake
was observed and hence the saturation of the filter cake
equals one and all pores are filled with fluid. The pressure
decreases with time and reaches a constant value when the
whole liquid above the cake is gone. The pressure drop
happens much faster at higher centrifugal speeds. This is
to be expected because the angular velocity of the cen-
trifuge has a quadratic influence on the pressure. The
faster pressure drop corresponds with a shorter filtration
time at higher accelerations. Hence, a perfusion filtration
experiment at 4000 rpm is finished after about 40 s. At
500 rpm the filtration time is over 170 s. At high acceler-
ations (3000 rpm and 4000 rpm), some data points for the
perfusion experiment on the right-hand side of Fig. 5 are
at the very beginning much lower. This is because the
centrifuge needs a few seconds to accelerate to the desired
speed. Hence, the pressure is not at the highest value at
the very beginning of the filtration but when the centrifuge
has reached its final speed. For the evaluation of filtration

properties this has to be taken into account. That is why
the experiment was only evaluated after the final speed
has been reached.

4.2. Membrane resistance

The filter resistance of three membranes was measured
using a water perfusion experiment at speeds up to 2000 rpm.
At higher speeds, the perfusion happens too fast and no
data evaluation is possible. The filter resistance of the
measured membranes are shown in Fig. 6. The membrane
with a nominal pore size of 0.45 µm has the lowest mem-
brane resistance. The measured resistance remains con-
stant within the margin of error for all investigated speeds
and has an average resistance of 5.6 × 109 m−1. The mem-
brane with a pore size of 0.22 µm has a higher resistance of
2.7 × 1010 to 1.4 × 1010 m−1. This is to be expected, be-
cause smaller pores lead to higher resistance against per-
fusion due to the higher capillary inlet pressure. With
increased centrifugal acceleration there is a small decrease
in the membrane resistance. However, this decrease is still
within the standard deviation. A clear difference can be
observed for the membrane with the highest resistance of
2.1 × 1010 to 3.6 × 1010 m−1 and a pore size of 0.20 µm.
The membrane resistance increases with higher centrifu-
gal forces. This membrane is made of nylon whereas the
other two membranes are made of polysulfone. Thus, it
might compress at higher forces which would lead to an
increase of the resistance.

Since the filter area of the membranes is only 51.65 m2,
one piece of a membrane is not enough to characterize the
membrane as a whole. With a small sample number dam-
ages or uneven pore distribution of the membrane could
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Figure 6: Filter resistance of three different membranes against per-
fusion with water.

lead to wrong conclusions. That is why the measurement
has been repeated with samples taken from representa-
tive places of the membrane. Of course the value of the
membrane resistance with water has only low significance
when used with particulate systems. Usually the mem-
brane resistance in such a case is about one to two decades
higher. With the filtration cell it is possible to simultane-
ously measure the membrane resistance and the filter cake
resistance when conducting an experiment with filter cake
buildup as described in 3.4. In our case however, the dif-
ferences in the membrane resistance are so small that they
can be neglected. The main reason is that our particles are
much larger than the pore size of the membranes. Also,
the height specific resistance of the filter cake is several
magnitudes larger than the membrane resistance so that
the small error when using the water resistance value is
insignificant. For all further measurements the membrane
with a pore size of 0.20 µm was used.

4.3. Filtration resistance

To analyze the filtration resistance isometric and needle
shaped lysozyme crystals were analyzed in perfusion ex-
periments. The properties of those two crystal systems are
listed in Table 1. Obviously, a higher filtration resistance is
to be expected for the smaller, needle shaped crystals. The
resistances depicted in Fig. 7 increase for both investigated
systems with increasing pressure. Whereas in the case of
isometric lysozyme crystals the resistance at the small-
est pressure of 0.02 × 105 Pa is 4.9 × 1012 m−2 and rises to
6.8 × 1013 m−2 at 1.5 × 105 Pa, the increase is much larger
in the case of needle shaped crystals. The resistance of
needle shaped crystals at the very beginning is one magni-
tude larger than the resistance of isometric crystals. At the

highest pressure the resistance is 1.3 × 1016 m−2. Interest-
ingly, the resistance of needle shaped crystals increases
the most between 0.071 × 105 Pa and 0.3 × 105 Pa. The
increase of 2.2 × 1015 m−2 indicates a large compression
of the filter cake and thus a large decrease of filter cake
height. The comparison of data from the centrifugation
method with a conventional experiment in the pressure
filter cell (empty boxes) shows a good agreement between
both methods for the isometric crystals. However, since
the cake structure can be different from the pressure fil-
ter cell when using centrifugal filtration, especially with
polydisperse materials, the measured data will not match
exactly in most cases. Both particle systems show com-
pressive material behavior because the resistance rises with
higher pressure. The compression can be explained by re-
structuring of the filter cake and also by crystal breakage.
(Cornehl et al., 2014) demonstrated that even low pressure
differences of 0.5 × 105 Pa can break lysozyme crystals.

4.4. Filter cake height

Since the filter resistance in Fig. 7 increases quite strongly
for the needle shaped crystals, a decrease of the filter cake
height and hence a compression of the particle bed is to be
expected. In the case of incompressible material behavior
one would expect the same cake height for all pressures.

For both particle systems the cake height measured
with the filtration cell is shown in Fig. 8 left. The iso-
metric crystals form a higher cake then the needle shaped
crystals and the decrease of the cake height with increasing
pressure is much lower than the decrease with the needle

Figure 7: Height specific filtration resistance of isometric and needle
shaped lysozyme crystals at different pressures in the filtration cell.
The empty boxes show data obtained with a pressure filter cell as
a comparison. The fit was calculated according to the empirical
approach by Tiller.
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Figure 8: Left: Filter cake height for the needle shaped and isometric particle system at different pressures. Right: Solids volume concentration
for isometric and needle shaped crystals at different pressures. The fit was calculated according to the empirical approach by Tiller.

shaped crystals where the cake height decreases almost 4.5
times. Also, the settling time of the needles is much lower
which leads to higher standard deviations at low centrifu-
gal speeds and hence low pressures. At the very beginning
a large height reduction of the needle shaped particle bed
can be observed, indicating a large compaction of the fil-
ter cake. At pressures larger than 0.38 × 105 Pa the curve
flattens and the further decrease of the cake height is much
smaller.

The direct measurement of the cake height is an advan-
tage over previously published approaches (Loginov et al.,
2014, 2017) because no additional experiments, assump-
tions or models are required. The filtration properties of a
system where crystal breakage occurs can hence by mea-
sured directly.

4.5. Measurement of the solids volume fraction

With the knowledge of the initial volume concentration
of the sample and the cake height measured with the filtra-
tion cell the solids volume fraction in the filter cake can be
calculated according to eq. 9. There are three requirements
which must be met to calculate the solids volume fraction
accurately. Firstly the filtration must be complete, mean-
ing that all particles are in the filter cake. Secondly, no
or a negligible amount of particles are in the filtrate and
lastly the initial volume and the initial volume concentra-
tion are known. Since the used filter membrane has a pore
diameter of 0.20 µm and is thus much smaller than the
particles the assumption that all particles are retained is
justified.

The development of the solids volume fraction with in-
creasing pressure is shown in Fig. 8 right. Due to the

compaction of the filter cake the solids volume fraction in-
creases. This effect is most evident with the needle shaped
crystals because those crystals were compressed the most.
In the case of the isometric crystals the increase in the
solids volume content is approximately 10 % but always
higher than the solids volume fraction of the needle shaped
crystals.

Although the needle shaped crystals have much higher
porosity, or a lower solids volume content respectively, the
filtration resistance of the needles is much higher compared
to the isometric crystals. The needle shaped crystals are
compacted much more at lower pressures than the iso-
metric crystals. Also the total compaction factor at high
pressures of 4.5 is much higher than the compaction of the
isometric crystals of 1.3. With regard to the filtration re-
sistance: the needles have a height specific resistance of
up to 1 × 1016 m−2 which is two magnitudes larger than
the resistance of the isometric crystal system. The filter
resistances of the isometric crystals measured with the fil-
tration cell are in good agreement to data obtained by
conventional dead-end filtration in a pressure filter cell.
However, if the material is polydisperse, then the cake
structure can differ between the centrifugal filtration and
the typical dead-end filtration. In this case the results
between the two different methods might be difficult to
compare.

4.6. Compressibility

Table 2 shows the obtained parameters from the fit of
the data shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 right with the ap-
proach by Tiller eq. 3 and 4. According to (Alles and
Anlauf, 2003) the sum of the parameters N and β allows
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Table 2: Fitted parameters according to Tiller and Kwon (1998) for
the resistance and solids volume fraction.

Crystal shape α0 / m−2 φ0 / – p0 / Pa N / – β / –

needle 5.350 × 1013 0.068 2244.3 1.377 0.355
isometric 5.571 × 1012 0.299 8493.6 0.867 0.085

to characterize the compressibility of the particle system.
In the case of needle shaped crystals the sum equals 1.73
and can therefore by characterized as highly compressible.
The sum of exponents for the isometric crystals equals
0.95, which indicates a compressible system.

4.7. Crystal breakage

The size reduction of the lysozyme crystals when stressed
at 4000 rpm is shown in Fig. 9 exemplary for the isomet-
ric crystals. With increasing centrifugal speed the cu-
mulative sum distribution moves towards smaller parti-
cles. For clarity only the stressed samples at 4000 rpm
are shown in Fig. 9. On the top, it can be seen that the
amount of larger particles decreases when the sample was
stressed. Also, the amount of smaller particles increases
and the whole distribution broadens, indicating a break-
age of large crystals. On the bottom side the whole dis-
tribution is shifted towards smaller particle sizes when the
sample has been stressed. The median particle diameter
decreases from 48 µm for the unstressed sample to 34 µm
at 4000 rpm which equals 70 % of the original particle size.
The decrease in particle size is first visible at 1000 rpm and
increases until up to 3000 rpm. At higher revolutions than
3000 rpm no further reduction of the particle size is visible.
Because 3000 rpm correspond approximately 0.9 × 105 Pa,
those results are in good agreement with the results ob-
tained by (Cornehl et al., 2014) with the pressure filter
cell.

5. Conclusion

The 3D-printed filtration cell presented in this study
allows to analyze the filtration behavior at a small scale.
In combination with the LUMiSizer R© centrifuge twelve
filtration experiments can be conducted at the same time.
For each experiment only small amounts (200 to 300 µL) of
sample solution are required. The position of the filter cake
height and the position of the liquid or suspension can be
measured in-situ during the filtration. Due to the direct
measurement of the positions all other parameters such
as filtration resistance, cake height, solids volume fraction
or porosity are calculated without the need for complex
models or preliminary experiments.

The pressure, which can be achieved during the filtra-
tion, ranges from 0.02 × 105 to 2 × 105 Pa. The pressure is
dependent on the centrifugal acceleration, the filling height
of the cuvette and the solids volume concentration of the
sample. It decreases during the filtration meaning that the

Figure 9: Top: Density distribution of unstressed and stressed iso-
metric crystals. Bottom: Cumulative sum distribution of unstressed
and stressed isometric crystals. The dashed lines show the 95 % con-
fidence region.

maximum pressure can only be reached for a short time at
the very beginning.

Two different crystal systems were investigated. The
needle shaped crystals have a much higher filtration resis-
tance ranging from 5.4 × 1013 m−2 at 0.02 × 105 Pa pres-
sure to 1.3 × 1016 m−2 at 1.2 × 105 Pa. The filtration re-
sistance of the isometric crystals in contrast ranges from
4.9 × 1012 to 6.8 × 1013 m−2. The results from the isomet-
ric crystals were in good agreement to data obtained by
classic dead-end filtration in a pressure filter cell.
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The isometric crystals break at low pressures. The
maximum particle breakage was observed at a pressure
of approximately 0.9 × 105 Pa. Higher pressures did not
lead to further decrease of the particle size.

The proposed filtration cell is well suited to charac-
terize the filtration behavior of materials. For biological
materials, especially proteins, which are often expensive
and only available at small volumes this method allows
a cost effective evaluation of the filtration behavior and
comparison between different particle shapes in research
and development because the filter resistance, filter cake
height, solids volume concentration or porosity can all be
determined with one single experiment. This allows a more
efficient design of the solid-liquid-separation at a larger
scale.

Nomenclature

Roman symbols

h Height mm
N Cake resistance compressibility in-

dex
−

p Pressure Pa
p0 Arbitrary normalization pressure Pa
q Particle density distribution −
Q Cumulative particle size distribu-

tion
%

r Distance from centrifuge center mm
R Resistance m−1

S Saturation −
t Time s
x Particle diameter µm

Greek symbols

α0 Height specific cake resistance at
p = p0

m−2

αc Height specific cake resistance m−2

β Solids volume fraction compress-
ibility index

−

η Dynamic viscosity Pa s
ρs Solids density kg m−3

ρl Liquid density kg m−3

φ Solids volume fraction −
φ0 Solids volume fraction at p = p0 −
ω Angular frequency s−1

Subscripts

0 Initial value
c Filter cake related
l Liquid related
m Filter medium related
s Suspension related
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